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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The MacKenzie Residence is a historic residence
situated in the Town of Banff at the border of the town’s
commercial and residential areas. The residence is one
of a collection of early and noteworthy intact historic
properties on Beaver Street that comprise the Eleanor
Luxton Historical Foundation’s (ELHF) properties. The
ELHF properties include Tanglewood, Beaver Lodge, the
Luxton Residence (former home of Eleanor Luxton and
present-day museum) and Stable, and the MacKenzie
Residence. The building is significant for its connection
with two notable Banff residents and for its connection
with the mid-20th century development of the Town of
Banff. Care and management of this important historic
site was taken over by the ELHF in 1995.
In the fall of 2017, Donald Luxton and Associates Inc.
were engaged to complete a Conservation Plan and
Feasibility Study of the Foundation’s properties.
•
•
•
•

202 Beaver Street - MacKenzie Residence
206 Beaver Street - Luxton Residence & Stable
208 Beaver Street - Tanglewood
212 Beaver Street - Beaver Lodge

The result of this phase of the project is the production
of a report for each the four properties that provides both
recommendations and technical information that will
guide future decision for the buildings’ conservation. A
separate report outlines the potential adaptive reuse and
development options of the Foundation’s properties. A
component of this separate report will be a Conservation
Plan for each property that is reflective of each property’s
preferred adaptive reuse. To produce comprehensive
and detailed reports for each of the properties an
exceptional team of professionals was assembled.
Donald Luxton and Associates, acting as Project Lead, is
leading the sub-consultant team which includes Studio
North (Architect and Code Consultant), Reid Jones
Christoffersen (Structural Engineer), Donald Luxton and
Associates (Heritage Architect), and Chalmers Heritage
Conservation Ltd. (Cost Consultant).
The following report summarizes the investigative and
assessment component of the project. The team carried
out fieldwork in December 2017. During this fieldwork,
both the exterior and interior of the buildings were

reviewed. No destructive and/or exploratory testing of
any of the buildings was carried out during the fieldwork.
This report for MacKenzie Residence includes the
following components:
1. Historic Context;
2. Historic Building Record; and
3. Historic Building Assessment
• Heritage Assessment
• Structural Assessment
• Code Review

An overview of the assessment findings for site included:
Heritage
• MacKenzie Residence is highly intact and in good
condition, overall.
• Alterations to the residence, such as the addition
of on the single-car garage and aluminum storm
windows, however these changes are clearly
identifiable and/or reversible.
• The interior of the residence is highly intact.
Structural
• Visual review of the residence assumed to be
performing as intended/designed – no significant
cracking/movement/displacement noted.
• No deflection, displacement or visible cracking
noted.
Code Review
• Condition of front entry steps with lack of handrail
are a safety concern.
• House is not handicap accessible.
• Electrical outlet counts and placement not to
current code.
• Second floor requires smoke detectors.
• Roof appears to be unvented, venting may be
required dependent on the roof’s, existing or future,
insulation type.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spread across six lots at the northeast corner of Beaver Street and Caribou, the Eleanor Luxton Historical Foundation own and
manage the following structures (from top): Beaver Lodge (212); Tanglewood (208); Luxton Residence and Stable (206); and
the MacKenzie Residence (202).
Town of Banff, 2016

vi

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Site Description
Land Use By-Law Requirements
Municipal Address		

202 Beaver Street

Legal Description		

6719BC; 8; 1

Land Use District		

RCM Central Muskrat District				

Land Use Bylaw		

Land Use Bylaw No. 31-6

Occupancy Classification

-

Additional Site Information

-

Floor Area			Heritage Designation		

Not presently designated, but eligible for consideration.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.2 Project Scope
This document, the MacKenzie Residence Condition
Assessment, presents the information gathered through
archival research, field work, consultant analysis, and
client engagement. The content within the following
report consists of two parts: historical context and
consultant assessments focusing on the heritage and
structural condition of the resource as well as its alignment
with the current building code. From the findings of this
report, and in conjunction with the chosen adaptive
resuse option for the Foundation’s MacKenzie Residence
and property, a separate Conservation Plan will be
formulated. The Conservation Plan will be a component
of the overall Feasibility Study report.
Donald Luxton and Associates is acting as Project Lead
with a sub-consultant team which includes: Studio
North (Architect and Code Consultant); Reid Jones
Christoffersen (Structural Engineer); Donald Luxton
and Associates (Heritage); and, Chalmers Heritage
Conservation Ltd. (Cost Consultant).

1.3 MacKenzie Residence Site Use &
History Overview
The MacKenzie Residence is youngest of the properties
owned and cared for by the Eleanor Luxton Historical
Foundation. The house was constructed in 1945 for
George J. and Flora M. MacKenzie and is representative
of the post-Second World War period of development
in the Town of Banff. The current Banff townsite was
established in 1887, having been moved from Siding 29.
Early development in Banff was focused along its main
streets of Banff Avenue and Lynx Street. Gradually lots
on blocks away from the main streets were settled and
residences constructed. The MacKenzie Residence was
not the first structure constructed on lot 1 of block 8.
By 1888, three log cabins had been constructed on the
lot. However, it is not until a decade later that the first
lease application for the land was made by Frederick J.
Boswell. The lease would transferred multiple times over
the next three decades.
In 1922, the corner lot was transferred to the MacKenzies
and it was around the same time the three log cabins
were torn down or moved from the property. George
and Flora both immigrated from the United Kingdom
and likely met while working at the Alberta Hotel.
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They married in 1921 and the following year acquired
the property. However, it was not until 1945, that the
MacKenzie’s would have the extant home constructed.
Built for $6,000, the bungalow possesses Arts and Crafts
architectural elements, a popular house form and style
of the post-war period.
The MacKenzies leased the property until 1975, at which
time Eleanor Luxton obtained the property. Luxton used
the property as a income property, rented out to locals
and visitors to the town. Following Eleanor’s passing in
1995, the property was transferred to the Eleanor Luxton
Historical Foundation, who continue to manage and
care for the property to the present day.
The MacKenzie Residence Condition Assessment
Objectives
1. In-depth archival research of documents, photos,
and drawings of the property.
2. Assessment of the building’s present materials and
condition.
3. Assessment of the building’s structural condition.
4. Investigation of code compliance of the building.
5. Development of plan and elevation drawings of the
property and its buildings.
6. Final report providing thorough documentation of
building with guidance for future decision-making
and interventions.
Reference Documents Considered
1. Alberta Building Code 2014
2. Parks Canada’s Standards and Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2010).
3. Documentation Standards Handbook for the
Canadian Register of Historic Places - Canada’s
Historic Places, 2006
4.
The MacKenzie Residence is not a designated property
in the Town of Banff; therefore it is currently not legally
protected. The property is eligible for consideration for
designation at the municipal level.

2. HISTORIC CONTEXT
The Town of Banff, incorporated in 1990, is located
within Canada’s first national park, established in 1885.
The Town was the first municipality in Canada to be
incorporated within a national park. When incorporated,
the boundaries of the townsite were fixed, restricting the
town from further expansion. The MacKenzie Residence
is currently owned and managed by the Eleanor Luxton
Historical Foundation and used as a rental property. The
home is one of a collection of intact historic residences
along Beaver Street and collectively provides a physical
link to the history and development of the town, park,
and province.

2.1 Banff Historic Context

Horse Pass. As tributary glaciers also receded, hanging
valleys formed in which the Cascade River, Spray River,
Forty Mile Creek, and Sundance Creek flow emptying
into the Bow River.
The retreat of the Cordilleran and Laurentide ice sheets
created an ice-free corridor for people and animals
to migrate from Beringia across an exposed land
mass into what is now known as North and South
America. By the conclusion of the last glacial period,
archaeological evidence indicates these first peoples
began to penetrate into the mountain valleys from the
east. Archaeological evidence from around Vermillion
Lakes, immediately west of Banff, provides evidence
of seasonal habitation and human activities from
nearly 11,000 years ago. What would become Banff
National Park is the traditional territory of the Ktunaxa
(Kootenay); Ĩyãħé Nakoda (Stoney); Tsuut’ina (Sarcee);
Siksiká (Blackfoot); Kainai (Blood); and the Piikani
(Peigan), the latter three collectively known as Niitsitapi
(the Blackfoot Confederacy), of which the Tsuut’ina are
also an allied Nation. For centuries, the Ĩyãħé Nakoda,
have maintained a perpetual residency along the eastern

Situated at the confluence of Forty Mile Creek, Spray
River, and the Bow River, the Banff townsite is located
within Canada’s first National Park, nestled at the foot of
Tunnel and Sulphur Mountains. The natural geography
of the area is the result of powerful geomorphic processes
which began with the upward thrust of previously
submerged sedimentary rock, forcing large masses of
material above the hydrosphere. This displacement,
driven by the Earth’s tectonic
forces, resulted in a deformation of
the continental crust forming folds
and faults. The exposed rock was
subjected to climatic activity and
erosion, sculpting these primordial
mountains into the megaliths we
see today. Glacial episodes of the
Quaternary period, including the
most recent Wisconsin glaciation
event,
when
the
enormous
Cordilleran ice sheet engulfed
British Columbia and southwestern
Alberta, significantly impacted on
the development of the present
landscape. The Bow River valley,
which cuts perpendicular through
the mountain chains surrounding
Banff, was at one time occupied
by a large valley glacier. When the
immense glacier retreated, a wide
natural corridor emerged spanning
from the plains and foothills to the A group of Ĩyãħé Nakoda (Stoney) in 1906.
continental divide and Kicking Harmon, Byron (Library & Archives Canada, C-015046)
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2. HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Routes of John Palliser’s expedition in 1858. The blue line represents the travel of James Hector in his attempts to find various
passes in the Rocky Mountains. Following the Bow River from Old Bow Fort (Peigan Post), he would passed in proximity to
the future townsite of Banff.
Palliser, John (University of Calgary, G3401 .S1 SVAR-A 24)
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slopes of the Rocky Mountains, utilizing the landscape
and natural resources found within the rivers, mountain
valleys, and the Banff vicinity.
Beginning in the late 17th century, European explorers
from the east pushed further into the interior plains.
In 1800, David Thompson and Duncan McGillivray
explored the drainage channels flowing from the Rocky
Mountains, including the Bow River, in order to find
a route to the Pacific Ocean. The pair were likely the
earliest Europeans to reach the outlet of the river from
the mountains. The Hudson’s Bay Company began to
expand into the area a few decades afterwards, with
the establishment of Peigan Post (Old Bow Fort) along
the Bow River, ten kilometres west of Morley, in 1832.
Nine years later, the Governor-in-Chief of the Company,
George Simpson, along with a group of colleagues and
an Indigenous guide, known only as ‘Peechee,’ made
the first recorded foray of a European contingent into
the Bow River valley, via Devil’s Gap. During their
travels the group passed by the future townsite of Banff.
As Peigan Post only lasted two seasons before it was
abandoned. Permanent European settlement in the
foothills did not occur until the 1870s, beginning with

Sketch of the Banff (Siding 29 - incorrectly labeled as ‘Siding
27’) vicinity by Dominion Land Surveyor, Thomas Fawcett, in
1884. Cascade Mountain is at top.
Fawcett, T. (Canada Lands Survey System, 5070 CLSR AB)

early Christian missions. The Our Lady of Peace Roman
Catholic Mission along the Elbow River, just north of
Redwood Meadows, was established in 1872, and the
Morleyville Methodist Mission, northeast of Morley,
was established in 1874. Their presence drew European
settlers to the area.
Seeking to strengthen their sovereignty over Rupert’s
Land, the former operational territory of the Hudson’s Bay
Company, the young Dominion of Canada set in motion
plans for the settlement of the interior and construction
of a railway providing a critical transportation route to
British Columbia and the Pacific Coast. In preparation
for settlement, the government commenced a series of
treaties with the Indigenous people of Western Canada
in order to confine and regulate their activities. The
Ĩyãħé Nakoda, represented by three Chiefs of its three
bands, were signatories to Treaty 7 in 1877. Promised
three tracts of land, one for each band, the government
ultimately provided only one reserve, located along
the Bow River on the eastern slopes and foothills of the
Rocky Mountains.
The construction of a transcontinental railway was
critical to the viability of settlement of the prairies and
a condition of British Columbia joining Confederation.
Proposed routes for the transcontinental railway initially
had the line passing through Yellowhead Pass, and
alternatively, Howse Pass. By 1883, a more southerly
route was officially chosen, paralleling the Bow River
from Fort Calgary to Kicking Horse Pass. A number of
factors influenced the selection of a southern route, one
of which was to stop northern expansion by the United
States of America. The route through Kicking Horse
Pass would significantly shape the development of the
southern prairies.
The Canadian Pacific Railway reached the base of
Cascade Mountain in October 1883, and a rail siding,
known as Siding 29, was established. With the railroad,
the feasibility of natural resource exploitation became
much more economical. Timber, stone, and coal were all
available in abundance in the area. Siding 29, renamed
‘Banff’ on November 25, 1883 by Donald A. Smith (Lord
Strathcona), was soon flanked by the mining towns of
Silver City and Anthracite. The original Banff settlement
was located near the present bend in the Trans-Canada
Highway, northeast of the intersection of Hawk Avenue
and Compound Road. A small community developed
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Pacific Railway sought. As policy was drafted
and debated to institute the first National
Park to replace the reserve, the decision to
expand the boundaries of the reserve/park
for the sake of ‘public interest’ were also
determined by the Federal government.
With the passing of the Rocky Mountains
Park Act in 1887, Canada’s first National
Park was created, and the boundaries of
the 674-square kilometre block of land
that stretched from Sundance Ridge to
Black Rock Mountain, encompassing
Banff and Lake Minnewanka (formerly
View of the original Banff settlement (Siding 29), sometime prior to 1888,
known as Devil’s Lake) were set. The Act
showing the Ferland & Co. general store (originally operated by Leonard C. invested power in the Federal government
Fulmer), and David O’Keefe’s hotel (second building from right).
to subdivide a townsite, provide leaseholds
(Glenbow Archives, NA-1906-15)
to prospective residents and commercial
entities, and regulate mining and livestock
consisting of a rail station and section house, lumberyard,
in
the
new
park.
butcher shop, billiard hall, hotel, and a general store. A
post office was also established in 1886 by Frederick
Development in the park was swift. The first Park
Woodworth.
Superintendent, George A. Stewart, who was also a
The concept of providing a public reserve to conserve the Dominion Land Surveyor and architect, finalized the
nature of the region somewhere along the rail line in the townsite plan of what would become the new Banff
Rocky Mountains, had been considered by executives of settlement in 1887. That same year, a bridge was
the Canadian Pacific Railway as early as 1883, although installed over the Bow River and roads were graded
it was not until 1885 that the rail company found the to the Cave and Basin and the Upper Hot Springs.
catalyst it needed to encourage the Federal government Residences, commercial blocks, hotels, and churches
to institute a protected area. While the hot springs at began to dot the landscape along and in-proximity to
the base of Sulphur Mountain were known to the area’s Banff Avenue. Due to the relative isolation of Banff,
Indigenous people prior to the arrival of the railway, the Canadian Pacific Railway, as the sole provider of
one set of springs, now known as the Cave and Basin, transport to and from the area, was in a unique and
were happened upon by three Canadian Pacific Railway opportunistic position. They embarked on number of
employees. Brothers William and Thomas McCardell, and developments in the Park, which were sanctioned by the
Frank McCabe came across the springs and recognized Federal government. A year prior to the enactment of the
their commercial potential. As the existence of the hot Rocky Mountains Park Act, the Canadian Pacific Railway
springs became known, competing interests quarreled commenced construction of their Hot Springs Hotel.
over claims to the springs. The Federal government, at The Canadian Pacific Railway at the time also provided
the urging of the Canadian Pacific Railway, set aside a financial aid to Dr. Robert G. Brett, an influential
reserve around the hot springs in 1885, putting a stop to physician and chief surgeon with the company, in the
any attempts at their privatization. While this 26-square building of his hotel and sanitarium. Dr. Brett’s hotel and
kilometre ‘Hot Springs Reserve’ settled the ownership sanitarium were located at the present site of the Parks
dispute, both the government and Canadian Pacific Canada Administration Building. The Canadian Pacific
Railway shared a common goal of capitalizing on what Railway would continue to invest in the Park, working
tirelessly to promote tourism in the Banff region through
they knew would be a desirable tourist destination.
the construction of iconic buildings such as: Chateau
The Dominion Lands Act, which empowered the Federal Lake Louise (brought into the Park when its boundaries
government to create the reserve, lacked the framework were expanded in 1902); a network of teahouses and
needed to administer and manage development of the mountain cabins; a pier at Lake Minnewanka; and, the
Hot Springs Reserve that the government and Canadian
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The ‘Rocky Mountains Park Town Plot’, designed by Dominion Land Surveyor George A. Stewart in 1888. The
subdivision was slightly revised from an earlier 1887 plan which featured less curvilinear streets.
Stewart, G.A. (Canada Lands Survey System, 5693 CLSR AB)
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automobiles. While the First World War
slowed the number of travellers to Banff,
and diminished its workforce to an extent,
labour shortages in the town and park were
offset by the use of prisoner labour from the
nearby Castle Mountain Internment Camp.
The Camp housed a number of Canadian
citizens of Austro-Hungarian, German,
and Ukrainian descent, and prisoners were
forced to work on infrastructure projects in
Banff including street and sidewalk repairs,
as well as maintaining recreational grounds
and trails.
During 1920s and 1930s, Banff and the
National Park continued to undergo
Looking north along Banff Avenue in the recently surveyed new Banff
many improvements, even during times of
townsite in Rocky Mountains Park, circa 1888.
economic distress of the Great Depression.
(BC Archives, B-01637)
A motor route extension to Lake Louise was
golf course adjacent to the Banff Spring Hotel.
completed in 1920, followed by a further
extension to Field, British Columbia in 1926; the BanffThe development of tourism infrastructure, such as roads, Windermere Road was also opened in 1923. Fires at
in the park was a top priority; however, utilities took both the Chateau Lake Louise and Banff Springs Hotel
longer to be developed. Electricity reached Banff via in 1924 and 1928, respectively, resulted in their further
Bankhead in 1904, and the first water and sewer mains enlargement during reconstruction. A new campground
were installed the following year. Approximately 300 beside Tunnel Mountain was established in 1927, and
people had settled in the new Banff townsite in 1887, bungalow camps were initiated in the Park in the early
with about 50 people remaining at the former Siding 1930s. In the midst of the Great Depression, a new
29. Over the course of the next decade, residents of the pool and bathhouse were constructed at the Upper Hot
earlier siding settlement relocated to Banff;
spurred after the Canadian Pacific Railway
relocated their station to the new townsite in
1888. By 1897, Siding 29 had disappeared.
During the 1890s and early 1900s,
visitation to the Banff townsite remained
steady at several thousand people every
year. During the early 1900s, the prairie
provinces experienced a dramatic increase
in population. This boom was due in part
to economic improvement across North
America, the construction of the Banff
Coach Road from Calgary (1907-09), and
the introduction of the automobile to Rocky
Mountains Park. Visitors levels to Banff
skyrocketed. No longer having to rely solely
on the railway, visitors and townsfolk could
The Canadian Pacific Railway’s Banff Springs Hotel as it appeared near the
journey in and around the Park on motor
turn of the century.
coaches, taxis, and in their own personal (Library of Congress, LC-USZ62-94387)
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Birds-eye view of Banff from 1925.
(Spatial & Numeric Data Services, University of Calgary, 82 0 1925A/CA114-82)

Springs, the present Park Administration Building and
East Gates were erected, and relief work was provided by
the Federal government through the construction of the
Banff-Jasper Highway. Also during the 1930s, residents
of Banff sought to attract visitors to the town year round
instead of just the seasonal attendance they usually
experienced. To do so, residents took steps to beautify the
town through the construction of ‘boomtown’ false-front
facades on commercial blocks fronting Banff Avenue.
Additionally, the University of Alberta incorporated the
Banff School of Drama in 1933, an institution which
continues to serve the community as the Banff Centre.
The outbreak of the Second World War took a toll on the
town, as international tourism, especially from Europe,
came to a near-halt, and as a result, the Banff Springs
Hotel was closed from 1942 until the end of hostilities
three years later. The subsequent decades following
the war brought a number of changes to Banff and the
National Park. A rising middle class meant the town was
no longer a destination for only the wealthy, and the
construction of the Trans-Canada Highway in the 1950s,

and ensuing motel accommodations provided increased
capacity for visitors.
Throughout the latter-half of the 20th century, Banff
evolved from a seasonal resort community to Canada’s
only incorporated municipality within a National Park.
It has prospered over the last century and continues to
provide an abundance of amenities, attractions, and
activities for tourists from across Canada and around
the world. This continued growth has not occurred
without consequence. It has placed a perpetual strain
and challenge on resources and infrastructure in the
town. Banff continues to strive to maintain a balance of
economic growth and conservation.
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2.2 Luxton Family History
Norman K. Luxton (1876-1962) was born in Winnipeg,
and was one of eight children born to Sarah J. (nee
Edwards) and William F. Luxton. William was a prominent
citizen of Winnipeg, having founded the Manitoba
Free Press and the Daily Nor’Wester newspapers.
He also served as an editor for the St. Paul Globe in
Minnesota; and would be elected as a Member of the
Legislative Assembly in Manitoba – a position he held
for several years. Norman first found employment in Rat
Portage (Kenora, Ontario) before making his way west
to Calgary, where he followed in his father’s footsteps,
working for the daily newspaper, the Herald. Restless,
Luxton continued his westerly trek, eventually settling in
Vancouver where he began a small weekly newspaper.
In 1901, Luxton and his friend, John C. Voss, made
international headlines as they set sail from Victoria,
British Columbia in an attempt to circumnavigate the
world in a modified dugout canoe. A combination
of factors including a near-fatal injury, illness, and a
growing animosity with Voss prematurely ended the
voyage in early 1902. Departing from Australia, Luxton
arrived back in Victoria in March of that year and made
his way back to Calgary. Still physically recovering
from his ordeal, he settled in Banff, presumably to take
advantage of the therapeutic hot springs to assist in his
healing. Luxton did not hesitate to make his presence
known in the small community purchasing the local
newspaper, the Crag and Canyon (founded in 1900),
and establishing his Sign of the Goat Curio Company
and Taxidermy Store. In 1904, he constructed the King
Edward Hotel fronting Banff Avenue, the first all-season
hotel in Banff. Additionally, Luxton operated the King
Edward and Sanitarium Livery companies, and was
involved in real estate in Rocky Mountains Park.
Georgina E. McDougall (1872-1965), born in Fort
Victoria, Alberta, located northeast of Fort Edmonton,
was the daughter of Annie (nee McKenzie) and David
McDougall. David’s brother John C. and father George
M. were two pioneer Methodist missionaries in the
North-West Territories of Canada. David and Annie
had just recently had a baby girl, Georgina, when the
Methodist Church tasked the McDougalls to establish a
mission among the Ĩyãħé Nakoda (Stoney). Shortly after
they had settled in the vicinity of the Ghost and Bow
Rivers, David sent for his wife and infant daughter, who
joined him in the newly settled community of Morleyville
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in 1874. While George and John McDougall were
active in the construction of the local church, mission
house, and school, as well as ministering their faith to
the local Indigenous people, David and his brother-inlaw, Kenneth McKenzie Jr., built and managed a trading
post and general store in the settlement. Georgina grew
up in Morleyville, living there for over thirty years. She
attended school and assisted her father with his store
until the early 1900s. In 1904, Georgina met Norman
K. Luxton and the two were wed that year. She moved
to Norman’s home in Banff, and much like he had
done upon his arrival in the townsite two years prior,
Georgina became active in civic and cultural affairs of
the community. In 1908, Georgina would give birth to
the couples only child, Eleanor.
Eleanor G. Luxton (1908-1995) was raised and spent
almost her entire life in Banff, residing at the Luxton
family residence at 206 Beaver Street. After receiving a
degree and diploma at the University of Alberta, Eleanor
served as a teacher at the public school in Banff, engaging
students in a variety of subjects. She furthered her own
education in the 1940s, attending McGill University,
studying engineering, and later became a lecturer at
that institution in the early 1950s, as well as worked for
the Canadian Pacific Railway in Montreal. By 1956, she
had returned to Alberta, settling in High River, where
she turned her attention to local history, assisting the
recently established Glenbow Foundation in collecting
artifacts, researching, and advocating for awareness of
heritage in Alberta. Near the end of the decade, Eleanor
was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, which began to
limit her mobility. Following the passing of her father,
Norman, in 1962, she moved back to Banff to live with
her mother, Georgina. When Georgina passed away
three years later, Eleanor inherited her parents’ home,
along with the two neighbouring properties to the north
of their home. Over the next several years, Eleanor
completed two publications, and continued to manage
and lease both Tanglewood and Beaver Lodge, and in
1975 she acquired the former MacKenzie Residence
at 202 Beaver Street, further supplementing her rental
income. Never losing her full mobility, she was able
to lead an independent life at her home in Banff, and
continued tending to the garden her mother established
at their home. Friends and tenants assisted her around
town on errands, and also on maintenance on her
historic properties. Several months before her death in
1995, Eleanor established the Eleanor Luxton Historical

Foundation to preserve the four dwellings under her care
along Beaver Street, as well as the memory of the Luxton
family and their contribution to the history of Banff and
Western Canada.

2.3 History & Development of the
MacKenzie Residence
“[Eleanor Luxton] saw Beaver Lodge, Tanglewood, her
home place, and the corner as being one sort of continuous strip of historic property.”
- Derek A. Smith (Feb. 1, 2000 interview with Judy Larmour)

The youngest of the four historic dwellings on Beaver
Street under the care of the Eleanor Luxton Historical

Foundation, the MacKenzie Residence was constructed
in 1945 for George J. and Flora M. MacKenzie. While
the extant residence is the most recent house constructed of the four, the corner lot on which the house sits was
once the site of one of Banff’s earliest residences.
As the new Banff townsite came into existence in 1887,
having been moved from Siding 29, development on
the north side of the Bow River was concentrated along
the blocks adjacent to Banff Avenue and Lynx Street. By
1888, three low-profile log cabins had been constructed
on this lot one block east of Banff Avenue. These cabins represent the first outward push of residential development in Banff beyond its main streets. These small
cabins, measuring approximately 19’x23’ with their
short façades facing Cariboo Street, were accessible
by a wagon road along the
Cariboo Street road allowance. The original owner(s)
of these three cabins is unknown. By 1898, over a decade after these structures
appeared, the first recorded
application to lease the parcel was made by Frederick J.
Boswell. It is probable that
the three cabins were made
available as rentals for residents, tourists, and/or seasonal workers in Banff.

Field notes detailing the south-half of Block 8 by Dominion Land Surveyor C.M. Walker
in 1912. The MacKenzie Residence would eventually be built on Lot 1, where three early
cabins were originally located.
Walker, C.M. (Canada Lands Survey System, FB13029 CLSR AB)

In 1903, the Department
of the Interior approved a
transfer of the property’s
lease from Boswell to Jane
Bell-Irving. Jane Bell-Irving
(1852-1925) lived in Banff
briefly before moving to
Cochrane in 1905. The BellIrving family were early
ranchers in the Cochrane
area, and were influential
in Vancouver’s development
during the 20th century.
Ms. Bell-Irving retained the
property and the cabins
until her institutionalization
in the Alberta Hospital at
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2. HISTORICAL CONTEXT
in the vicinity of Red Deer. She married Charles E. Stenton (1866-1918)
in 1902, and the couple moved to
Banff where Charles owned and operated the Park Hotel. Mr. Stenton
would later go on to manage the
Alberta Hotel prior to his untimely
death in 1918. George J. MacKenzie (1889-1977), original owner of
the extant home, immigranted from
Scotland arriving in Banff in 1908.
He worked at the Alberta Hotel as
a bellhop and desk clerk. It is here
that he presumably first met his future wife, Flora.
Following his service in First World
War, George returned to Banff circa
1919. Upon his return he worked as
a taxi drive, a professions he would
Front and side facades of MacKenzie Residence in 1978.
hold until he was 80 years old. In
Hutlet, V. (Alberta Historic Resources Management Branch, 78-R144-12)
1921, he married Flora Stenton. The
couple purchased the property in 1922; however,
the lot remained vacant for an extended period of
time until Flora and George decided to construct a
new home for themselves in 1945. Built for $6,000,
the house has changed little since it was completed,
with the exception of an attached garage added to
the rear of the dwelling.
Flora and George MacKenzie’s neighbour, Eleanor
Luxton, obtained the property in 1975 and used
it as a rental income property. One of the first
tenants was Ruud Peet, who lived in the house
for approximately a decade. In 1990, Reid and
Kathy Campbell began renting the home and, for a
reduction in rent, the couple assisted Eleanor Luxton
to maintain her home as well as her other properties
Later added garage at rear of MacKenzie Residence (1978).
on Beaver Street. The Campbells also helped Eleanor
Hutlet, V. (Alberta Historic Resources Management Branch, 78personally and a hardwired a communication
R144-13)
device was installed between her home and the
Ponoka. Following her institutionalization, her estate
MacKenzie Residence to alert the Campbell’s of
was managed by the Imperial Trust Company. In 1922, any emergency. Following Eleanor’s passing in 1995, her
the corner lot was transferred to new owners, Flora and newly established charitable organization, the Eleanor
George MacKenzie. It was around this time that the Luxton Historical Foundation, took over management of
three log cabins were either moved off the property or the MacKenzie Residence, and continue to operate it as
demolished.
a rental property.
Flora (1881-1971) was born in England and immigrated
with her family to Canada circa 1890. Her family settled

12

2.4 General Site Chronology
1888
• Three one-storey cabins (19’x23’) erected on the
lot.
circa 1922
• Three cabins demolished or moved from the lot.
Fall 1945
• Residence built
Spring 1946
• Fence erected
1945-78
• One-storey single car garage added east facade of
residence.
• Aluminum storm windows installed on windows in
gable peak
• Stucco repaired to east facade of garage
1978-2007
• Windows on east facade of garage removed.
• Garage door replaced
• Wood storm doors replaced with metal storm doors
on front and side (south) entries.
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3. HERITAGE VALUE
3. HERITAGE VALUE
Building Statistics
Date of Construction: 1945
Municipal Address: 202 Beaver Street
Legal Description: 6719BC; 8; 1

to be constructed in the new townsite. The following
year, three log cabins were constructed on this lot facing
Cariboo Street and represent the first outward push of
residential development in Banff beyond the main street.
Each cabin measured 19’x23’ and were accessible by
Cariboo Street which was then just a wagon road. The
owner of the cabins was unknown and the properties
were leased for residents, seasonal workers and tourists.

Original Owners: Flora and George MacKenzie
Architect: Unknown
Builder(s): Unknown
Description of Historic Place
The MacKenzie Residence is a one and one-half storey,
front-gabled, bottle-glass stucco-clad residence situated
at the intersection of Beaver Street and Cariboo Street
in the Town of Banff. The residence is set back on a
corner lot with large front and rear yards and a onestorey single car garage attached to the east facade of
the house. The residence is identifiable by its bottle-glass
stucco exterior; front-gabled roof with half-timbering in
the front gable; front porch with front-gabled roof and
centred recessed entry; single and multi-assembly wood
windows; and bay window on the south facade.
Heritage Value
The MacKenzie Residence lot is highly significant
as representative of multiple periods of residential
development beginning with the establishment of some
of the earliest homes in the Town of Banff. The arrival
of the Canadian Pacific Railway to the base of Cascade
Mountain in October 1883 and the establishment of
Siding 29 initiated early settlement in the area. A small
collection of residences and businesses were erected at the
Siding, which was renamed “Banff’ in November 1883.
The Federal government created Canada’s first National
Park in 1887, setting aside a 674-square kilometre block
of land under the Rocky Mountains Park Act. The Act
established the framework to facilitate the subdivision of
a townsite, provide leaseholds to prospective residents
and commercial entities, and regulate mining and
livestock in the park. The Park’s first Superintendent,
a Dominion Land Surveyor and architect, George
A. Stewart, finalized the Banff townsite plan in 1887.
Residences, amenities, and institutional buildings began
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In 1922, the lease was transferred to Flora and George
MacKenzie, who were the lot’s first long-term leasers,
and later owners of the Mackenzie Residence. Flora
(1881-1971) was born in England and immigrated to
Canada in 1890 with her family, settling in Red Deer. In
1902 she married her first husband, Charles E. Stenton
(1866-1918), and the following year they settled in Banff
where Charles owned and operated the Park Hotel and
later managed the Alberta Hotel. Charles died in 1918 at
the age of 52. Flora married George J. MacKenzie (18891977), a bellhop at the Alberta Hotel in 1921. George,
who immigrated from Scotland in 1908, worked as a taxi
driver after returning from World War I circa 1919. He
held this position until he was 80 years old. Flora and
George first leased the property in 1922 but did not build
until 1945, at the end of Second World War when grants
for returning military personnel and an overall increased
sense of optimism ignited residential and commercial
construction across the country. The home was built
for $6,000. The MacKenzie’s occupied the house until
shortly after Flora’s death in 1971.
The MacKenzie Residence is further valued for its
connection with the Luxton family; early settlers in
Banff who contributed significantly to the development
and spirit of the town. The residence was acquired by
Eleanor Luxton in 1975 from George MacKenzie as a
rental property. Eleanor was the daughter of legendary
Banff couple, Norman and Georgina Luxton. By 1904,
the Luxtons were settled in Banff and throughout
their life there, owned and operated many prominent
Banff businesses including the Banff Crag and Canyon
newspaper and Norman’s passion, the Sign of the Goat
Curio Company and Taxidermy Store. Eleanor Luxton, a
noted historian and writer, operated the home as a rental
investment property for over 20 years. The property was
transferred to the Eleanor Luxton Historical Foundation,

following her passing in 1995. The house is one of a
collection of intact historic residences on Beaver Street
owned by the Foundation.
The MacKenzie Residence is further significant as a
highly intact example of a modest bungalow with British
Arts and Crafts detailing, representative of the dominant
architectural style in Banff from the 1910s-1940s and the
high concentration of British settlers and tourists in the
town. The British Arts and Crafts style originated in the
UK in the 1860s as a response to the mechanized blight
as a byproduct of the Industrial Revolution. It called
for a return to aesthetic architecture, high quality hand
crafted materials and skilled tradespeople, resulting in
well-crafted homes with palatial detailing, often in wood
or stucco. The home’s one and one-half storey height,
rectangular plan with front-gabled roof, enclosed front
porch, half-timbering in the gable ends, and open
soffits with exposed rafter tails, and multiple multi-light
windows illustrate this architectural style. The bottle
glass stucco ties the home into the modern period, and
was a popular cladding type found throughout western
Canada.

•

windows on either side of a pair of 3-over-1 hung
wooden-sash window with wooden-sash storm
window; triple assembly 3-over-1 hung woodensash windows with wooden-sash storm windows
on either side of a fixed wooden-sash window with
multi-light wooden-sash storm window; double
assembly 2-over-1 fixed wooden-sash window
with wooden-sash storm window; single assembly
1-over-1 hung wooden-sash window with woodensash storm window; interior front door with three
paneled wooden door with 8-light upper section
and brass hardware; porch door with three paneled
wooden door with 3-light upper section, brass
hardware, and wooden transom; wooden side door
with large single light in upper section and brass
hardware; and
interior elements such as: wooden floors; wooden
baseboards, window and door trim; single panel
wood doors with brass hardware; arched entryways;
telephone nook with wooden trim and paneling.

Character-Defining Elements
The key character-defining elements of the MacKenzie
Residence include, but are not limited to its:
• location on a corner lot at the intersection of Beaver
Street and Cariboo Street in the Town of Banff;
• position set back from the street with large rear and
front yards; wooden picket fence;
• form, scale, and massing such as: one and one-half
storey height with full-height basement; rectangular
plan; front-gabled roof; off-centre, one-storey front
porch with front-gabled roof;
• wooden-frame construction including: parged
foundation; bottle-glass stucco exterior;
• Arts and Crafts-style details including: bungalow
form; single exterior cladding; half-timbering in
front gable; open soffits with exposed rafter tails;
plain wooden trim, bargeboards, fascia; abundance
of single and multi-assembly windows;
• fenestration such as: single assembly multi-light
wooden-sash windows at basement level; single
light fixed wooden-sash window with wooden-sash
storm window; single and double assembly 3-over1 hung wooden-sash window with wooden-sash
storm windows; bay window with 2-over-1 hung
wooden-sash windows with wooden-sash storm
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
The MacKenzie Residence was assessed over multiple
site visits in December 2017. The exterior of the historic
building was reviewed from the ground and all rooms
and accessible spaces of the interior of the building were
assessed for their historic integrity and the condition of
the historic fabric. Also completed during these site visits were a structural assessment and a code compliance
review. This investigation was completed in conjunction
with a review of available historic literature. Current
photographs were compared to archival photographs to
identify the original form, and materiality changes to the
building.
The findings of the assessment of the elements of the
building’s exterior and interior including reference photographs can be found in the Condition Assessment table.

4.1 General Assessment
The MacKenzie Residence is in very good condition.
Its form, scale, massing, and much of its original fabric
is intact. Alterations to residence have occurred after it
was completed which include: addition of a single car
attached garage at the rear (east facade) of the residence;
replacement of wood storm windows in the gable windows; replacement of wood storm doors; and replacement of the garage door. The following sections provide
a high-level assessment of the current condition of the
house, general recommendations for its conservation, as
well as annotated elevation photographs and Heritage
Assessment table outlining detailed information of the
building’s integrity and condition.
General Exterior Assessment
• 1945 form, scale, and massing of house is intact;
• the house’s one and one-half storey height with
full-height basement, front-gabled roof, front-gable enclosed entry porch are original and in good
condition;
• overall rectangle-plan is maintained;
• bottle-glass stucco exterior with half-timbering in
the front gable is original; the stucco exterior is in
good condition overall with localized areas of limited deterioration present;
• fenestration opening size and placement have been
maintained and all original wood windows and
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•
•
•
•
•

doors are preserved; however, the storm windows
in the gables have been replacd;
wooden window and door frames and trim are
intact;
the design and materials of the front porch are original and in good condition with the exception of
the concrete front steps which heavily deteriorated;
internal red brick chimney is intact;
asphalt shingle roof is in good condition with no
missing or deteriorate shingles noted; and
a one-storey garage has been added to the rear of
the residence.

General Interior Assessment
• Highly intact to the time of its construction.
• Original layout of first floor is intact.
• Tongue and groove wood floors have been retained
with no significant areas of deterioration of the
finish noted.
• Arched entry openings are original to the house’s
construction and have been kept.
• Wood window and door casings, trim, doors, brass
hardware, telephone nook, and stairs and railings
retained throughout.
• Upper floor space houses single bedroom.

4.2 General Conservation Strategy

paint palette.

Parks Canada’s Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2010) is the source
used to assess the appropriate level of conservation and
intervention of historic places. Any proposed interventions to the exterior or interior of the MacKenzie Residence must align with those Standards outlined in Standards and Guidelines, which are conservation principles
of best practice. The General Standards should be followed when carrying out any work on an historic property. Under the guidelines, the conservation work for
the MacKenzie Residence may include aspects of preservation, restoration, and rehabilitation. Standards and
Guidelines, defines these sub-areas of conservations as:

Rehabilitate: Deteriorated mortar joints of chimney;
deteriorated wooden window and door assemblies;
deteriorated exterior finishes.

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining, and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form,
and integrity of a historic place or of an individual
component, while protecting its heritage value.
Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic
place or of an individual component, as it appeared
at a particular period in its history, while protecting its
heritage value.
Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of
a historic place or an individual component, through
repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its
heritage value.

Interior
Preserve: the 1945 floor plan of original; intact wood
floors, window and door casings, wood trim, doors,
staircases, railings; telephone nook; arched entry openings; intact brass hardware.
Restore: nothing noted
Rehabilitate: Deteriorated finishes on retained wooden
elements.
Plan and elevation drawings of the MacKenzie Residence can be found in Appendix A.

The following tables provide in-depth information
on the architectural, structural, and code review
assessments completed by the consultants. Where
possible reference photographs are provided. The
heritage assessment table provides an comprehensive review of the exterior and interior of the building as well as its intact original materials.

From the heritage assessment, the following conclusions
regarding the general conservation of MacKenzie
Residence historic materials were drawn:
Exterior
Preserve: Form, scale, and massing of building;
front-gabled roof with half-timbering; bottle-glass
stucco exterior; enclosed front porch with front-gabled
roof and bottle-glass stucco exterior; open soffits with
exposed rafters; wood bargeboards; fenestration location, size, assemblies; interior brick chimney.
Restore: Replaced gable storm windows with wood
sashes reflecting heritage character of building; exterior
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element
General

Action
Preserve
(form, scale,
massing)

Description
One and one-half storey
height.

Condition
• Original form, scale, and massing of
1945 residence is intact.

Rectangle plan.
Front-gabled roof.
Partial basement.
One-storey front-gabled
enclosed porch on front
(west) facade.
Bay window on south
facade.

Not Original

18

One-storey shed roof
single car garage addition
to rear (east) facade of
residence.

• Addition in good condition overall.
• Stucco and finishing sympathetic to
earlier residence.

Image

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element

Action

Foundation Preserve

Description
Board formed concrete
foundation.
Smooth finished parged
exterior.

Condition

Image

• Appears to be in good condition.
• Localized areas of deterioration
(cracks, chips, stains) to parging.
Refer to Structural Engineer’s report for
further information.
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element
Cladding

Action

Description

• Stucco overall in good condition.
• Localized areas of deterioration
evident at outside corners, chips,
cracks, and staining present.
Bottle-glass stucco on first • No significantly noticeable repairs
floor of house has black
to the stucco evident on the house
Rehabilitate
glass.
or front porch.
(deteriorated
• Wood trim and half-timbering in
areas of stucco)
good condition.
Bottle-glass stucco in
gables (house and porch) • No failure of finish on wood
detected.
has brown, black, green
• Repair of stucco around some
glass.
window openings.
Decorative half-timbering • Minor over painting on stucco at
trim and half-timbering.
in gable on west facade.
Preserve
(material,
finish, and
composition)

Bottle-glass stucco
exterior on house and
porch.

Wood cornice board in
west gable.

20

Condition

Image

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element
Roof

Action

Description

Preserve
(style, slope)

Front gabled roof on
house.

Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
shingles,
gutters,
bargeboards,
rafters)

Open soffits.
Plain pointed wood
bargeboards.

Condition

Image

• Roof in good condition with no dips,
bulges, or buckling evident.
• Asphalt shingles in good condition
also with no curled, split, or missing
shingles noted.
• Corrosion on metal sheeting at
transition with asphalt shingle roof.

Exposed rafter tails.
Asphalt shingle with
metal sheets at lower
extent of slope to aid with
ice damning.

• Open soffits, exposed rafter tails and
wood bargeboards original to house’s
construction.
• No areas of rot noted.
• Minor localized finish deterioration
evident.
• Gutters present and well anchored.
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element
Roof Garage

Action
Not original

Description

Condition

Shed roof with parapet on • Roof in good condition.
later added garage.
• Deterioration of finish on rafter tails.
• Gutters present.
Open soffit with exposed
rafter tails (north facade).
Metal cap flashing.

Chimney

22

Preserve
(materials,
location, size)

Internal red brick
chimney with grey mortar
and concrete cap.

Rehabilitate
(extensively
deteriorated
or missing
materials)

Metal flashing around
base.

• Staining and/or efflourescene evident
on chimney.
• Minor mortar loss.
• No cracked or missing bricks noted.
• Flashing around base loose in areas.
• Corrosion of flashing evident.

Image

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element

Action

Front Porch Preserve
(form, scale,
massing,
materials)
Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
materials,
where present)

Description
One-storey height,
off-centre, front-gabled
enclosed front porch.
Roof has open soffits with
exposed rafter tails.
Concrete foundation.
Concrete front steps.

Condition

Image

• Front porch highly intact with
its original design and materials
retained.
• Overall, the porch and its materials
are in good condition.
• Asphalt shingle roof in good
condition.
• Sheet metal to aid with ice damning
has been added to the roof at the
gutters.

Bottle-glass stucco
exterior with black glass
on the body and black,
brown, green, and white
glass in the gable.
Central recessed entry
with closed stucco’d
soffit.

• The concrete steps are in poor
condition and require replacement.

Wood door and window
assemblies.
Wood trim, cornice
board, and pointed
bargeboards.
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element

Action

Front Porch Preserve
(form, scale,
continued massing,
materials)
Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
materials,
where present)

Description
One-storey height,
off-centre, front-gabled
enclosed front porch.
Roof has open soffits with
exposed rafter tails.

Condition
• Stucco is in good condition with no
highly deteriorated areas noted.
• Stucco at base of walls has slight
flare.
• Wood elements in good condition
with not evident failure in finish.

Concrete foundation.
Concrete front steps.
Bottle-glass stucco
exterior with black glass
on the body and black,
brown, green, and white
glass in the gable.
Central recessed entry
with closed stucco’d
soffit.
Wood door and window
assemblies.
Wood trim, cornice
board, and pointed
bargeboards.
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• Wood windows, trim, and storm
windows intact.
• Windows/window opening on
north facade of porch may have
been boarded over.
• Wood door retained, finish is
weathered.
• A newer metal storm door has been
added.
• Gutters and downspouts present and
well anchored.
• Transom above front door boarded
over.

Image

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element

Action

Fenestration Preserve
- Windows (opening size,
Basement location,
window
frames, sashes,
trim)

Description
Single assembly multilight wood window and
frame.

Condition

Image

• Some basement window sashes are
warped.
• Paint failure present.
• Glass largely intact.
• Putty loss present.
• Insulation has been installed in some
window openings.

Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
materials,
finishes, where
present)

Fenestration Preserve
- Windows (opening size,
First Floor location,
window
frames, sashes,
trim, storm
windows)

• Windows, storms, trim are all
Triple assembly 3-over-1
original and in good condition.
hung wood sash windows
on either side of a fixed
• No broken glass noted.
window.
• Highly localized paint failure.
Intact wood storm
windows and trim.

Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
materials,
finishes, where
present)
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element

Action

Fenestration Preserve
- Windows (opening size,
First Floor location,
window
frames, sashes,
trim, storm
windows)

Description

Condition

Double assembly 3-over1 wooden-sash with
wooden-frame and trim.

• Windows’ placement, size, frame
and sashes are original.
• Windows appear to be in good
condition with no significant areas of
deterioration.
• Wood storm windows intact.

Wooden storm windows
intact.

Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
materials,
finishes, where
present)

Fenestration Preserve
- Windows (opening size,
First Floor location,
window
frames, sashes,
trim, storm
windows)
Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
materials,
finishes, where
present)

26

Bay window of 2-over-1
hung windows on either
side of double assembly
3-over-1 hung windows.
Wood frames, sashes,
trim, and storm windows.

• Window’s placement, size, frame
and sash are original.
• Window appears to be in good
condition with no significant areas of
deterioration.
• Wood storm windows intact.
• No deterioration of finish.

Image

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element

Action

Fenestration
- Windows
First and
Second
Floor

Preserve
(opening size,
location,
window
frames, sashes,
trim, intact
wood storm
windows)
Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
materials,
finishes, where
present)

Description
Single assembly, wood,
hung 3-over-1 windows.
Wood frames and trim,
and some wood storm
windows intact.

Condition

Image

• Sashes, frames, and trim are all
original and in good condition.
• No broken glass noted.
• Wood storm windows largely intact.
• Aluminum storm windows installed
in second floor windows.
• Highly localized paint failure.

Storm window in east and
west gables are aluminum
storm windows.

Restore
(replaced
wood storm
windows)
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element

Action

Fenestration Preserve
- Windows (opening size,
Front Porch location,
and window
assemblies)
Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
frame and sash
elements, and
finish, where
required)

28

Description
Double assembly wood
windows with fixed
3-over-1 sashes.

Condition

• Window opening size and placement
are original.
• Frames, sashes, and trim original.
• Wood storm windows are intact.
On either side of the door • No rot, broken glass, or finish failure
are wood 1-over-1 hung
noted.
windows and 2-over-1
fixed windows.
Single light wood sash
storm windows.

Image

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element

Action

Fenestration Preserve
- Front Door (assembly,
(exterior)
hardware)
Rehabilitate
(remove
boarding
from transom,
deteriorated
wood elements
and finish,
where present)

Fenestration Preserve
- Front Door (assembly,
(interior)
hardware)
Rehabilitate
(remove
boarding
from transom,
deteriorated
wood elements
and finish,
where present)

Description
Single door with hopperstyle transom, wood
frame, and trim.
Three panel wood door
with multi-light glass
upper portion.

Condition

Image

• Door, frame, trim, transom, and
configuration intact.
• Brass hardware also present and in
good condition.
• Transom is intact; however it has
been boarded over on the exterior.
• Metal storm door added to exterior.
• Finish in good condition.

Stained finish.
Brass hardware.

Single door with wood
frame, and trim.
Three panel wood door
with multi-light glass
upper portion.

• Door, frame, trim, and configuration
intact.
• Brass hardware also present and in
good condition.
• Finishes in good condition.

Stained finish of door.
Painted trim.
Brass hardware.
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element
Garage

Action
Not Original

Description

• Garage added to east facade of
One-storey garage with
house after house was completed.
shed roof, parapet, bottle• Stucco and trim in fair condition and
glass stucco exterior.
reflect original exterior materials of
Single assembly fixed
house.
wood sash window.
• Addition to rear (east) facade of
residence resulting in original east
facade fenestration present within
Double assembly window
the garage.
opening (east facade).
• Metal storm door added.
• Garage door has been replaced.
Single car over head
• Finish on wood door weathered.
garage door.
• Cap flashing installed on parapet.
Single panel wood door
with upper glass insert
and metal storm door.
Wood milk door intact.

30

Condition

• Parging on foundation discoloured in
areas and cracks are present.
• Rough textured finish of portion of
parging suggests it has been repaired
in the past.
• Bottle-glass stucco with black glass
in good condition overall.

Image

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element
Garage
continued

Action
Not Original

Description

Condition

Image

• Large stucco repair evident on east
One-storey garage with
facade of garage.
shed roof, parapet, bottle• Double assembly window opening
glass stucco exterior.
have been boarded in. Sashes have
been removed.
Single assembly fixed
• Redundant fixtures present on
wood sash window.
garage.
Double assembly window
opening (east facade).
Single car over head
garage door.
Single panel wood door
with upper glass insert
and metal storm door.
Wood milk door intact.

• Gutters and downspout attached.
• Exposed rafters of shed roof present
on north facade of garage.
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element
Fence

Action
Preserve
(design,
materials)
Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
posts, pickets,
and finish,
where
required)

32

Description

Condition

Wood picket fence with
pickets of varying heights
present at property line
on all facades.

• Fence was installed the year after the
house was built.
• Design and materials of the fence are
largely intact.
• Finish weathered in areas.
• Some pickets are damaged and
require repair.
• Gate to access front yard was
originally located at the southwest
corner of the lot with the gate on
the south run of the fence. The fence
has been modified and there is not
longer street access to the front yard.

Top and bottom rail.
Pickets cut at angle at top
and installed in pairs.

Image

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - INTERIOR
Element
Basement

Action
Preserve
(presence of a
basement)

Description

Image

Condition

Partial basement.

•

Concrete foundation and
slab.

•
•

20'-7 1/2"

11'-4 1/2"

•

Overall basement is in fair
condition.
Basement houses HVAC equipment
and workshop.
Sprayfoam insulation installed
between floor joist around
perimeter of the basement.
Paint stored in the basement
should be moved elsewhere due to
potential associated hazard.

21'-6"

BASEMENT IN
CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
17'-7 3/4"

1
A8

BASEMENT
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - INTERIOR
Action

Layout of original
structure appears to be
largely intact.

•

Current basement access and
access to upper floor appear to be
later alterations.
2'-8"

2'-8"

2'-4"

21' - 6"

Wood floors (excluding
kitchen), trim, singlepanel wood doors and
brass hardware are also
intact.

Image

Condition

11'-7 1/4"

Main Floor Preserve
(layout of
rooms and their
dimensions and
intact original
materials and
finishes)

Description

63'-0 3/16"

Element

2'-4"

STUDIO NORT
3'-8"

12'-2 1/4"

1221B KENSINGTO
CALGARY, ALBERTA

PROJECT NAM
LUXTON HISTORIC

CIVIC ADDRES

2'

2'-4"

202 BEAVER STREE
Banff, AB T1L

LEGAL ADDRE

5'

LOT: 1
BLOCK: 8

DRAWN BY:
40'-4 1/4"

16'-11 3/4"

DATE:
PROJECT No.
DRAWING:
SCALE:

1
A9
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MAIN FLOOR

DRAWING No.

A1

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - INTERIOR
Element

Action

Main Floor Preserve
(location and
assembly)

Description

Condition

Wood frame, sashes, trim
of interior window.

•

Addition of the garage on the rear
of the residence has resulted in a
few originally exterior windows
being made interior windows, with
the frames and sashes intact.

Tongue and groove wood
Preserve
floors.
(layout,
finishes, design
characteristics) Arched door openings off
hallway and entry.
Rehabilitate
Wood baseboards, door
(deteriorated
and window trim.
original
materials and
finishes, where
required)

•

Intact wood elements and their
finish in good condition overall.
Floor in good condition with some
wear evident in high traffic areas.

Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
original
materials and
finishes, where
required)

•
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - INTERIOR
Element

Action

Main Floor Preserve
- Doors
(doors, casings
and hardware)
Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
original
materials and
finishes, where
required)

36

Description

Condition

Interior doors single panel •
solid wood doors with
brass hardware.
•
Mould wood door trim.
•
•

Doors and components of door
hardware are original and in very
good condition.
Casing is also original and in good
condition.
Original stained finished with gloss
top coat intact in good condition.
Weather stripping added to bottom
of some doors.

Image

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - INTERIOR
Element

Action

Main Floor Preserve
- Window (location,
Trim
dimensions,
profile, finish)

Description
Moulded wood trim
with stained finish on
windows.

Condition
•
•
•

Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
original
materials and
finishes, where
required)

Main Floor Preserve
- Telephone (location,
nook
dimensions,
design, finish)

Telephone nook located
in the hallway.

•
•

Image

Materials and finish in good
condition.
Some damaged to the stools of
some of the windows.
Some of the trim has been painted,
which is presumed to be a later
alteration to the trim.

Telephone nook is original.
Materials and finish in good
condition.

Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
original
materials and
finishes, where
required)
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - INTERIOR
Element

Action

Main Floor Preserve
(if, possible)
Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
original
materials and
finish, where
required)

Upper
Floor

38

Description
Curved staircase with
wooden treads, risers,
and handrail for access to
upper floor.

Condition
•
•

Materials in fair condition.
Finish very worn in high traffic
areas of the staircase.

•

Size, design, materials are original
and in good condition.
Finish on all wood elements in
good condition.

Stained finish.

Preserve
(location, size,
intact floor,
walls, ceiling,
and trim)

Upper floor consisting
of a single space with
cathedral ceiling, tongue
and groove wood floors,
and wood trim.

Rehabilitate
(deteriorated
original
materials and
finish, where
required)

Exposed brick chimney in
space.

•

Image

4.3 Structural Assessment
A structural assessment was carried out in December
2017 of the MacKenzie Residence. During this assessment elements of the exterior and interior of the
residence such as its foundation, building structure,
and exterior cladding were reviewed. The review was
non-invasive and no destructive testing was completed. The results of the review provided in the following
structural assessment table.
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT
Element
Footings

Action

Description

Condition

Image
no photo

Preserve

Assumed to be concrete,
but hidden below grade
and basement slab-onsoils.

• Assumed to be performing as
intended/designed – no significant
cracking/movement/displacement
noted in slab-on-soils or foundations
walls indicative of hidden problems.

Foundation Preserve
Walls

Board formed concrete,
approximately 6-inches
thick. Damproofing on
exterior generally below
grade, parging above.

• Performing as intended. No
significant cracking or other
deterioration noted.
• Two larger cracks noted, one on
south elevation, one on west – both
originating from a window, though
neither are a structural issue.
• No leakage noted.
• Isolated cracking in parging.
• Some minor differential settlement
between the main structure and
front addition, causing the joint to
open.

40

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT
Element

Action

Foundation Preserve
Walls
continued

Slab on
Soils

Preserve

Description

Condition

Board formed concrete,
approximately 6-inches
thick. Damproofing on
exterior generally below
grade, parging above

• Performing as intended. No
significant cracking or other
deterioration noted.
• Two larger cracks noted, one on
south elevation, one on west – both
originating from a window, though
neither are a structural issue.
• No leakage noted.
• Isolated cracking in parging.
• Some minor differential settlement
between the main structure and
front addition, causing the joint to
open.

Poured concrete.

• Performing as intended – no
deterioration or significant cracking
noted.
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT
Element

Action

Main Floor Preserve
Structure

Main to
Second
Walls

42

Preserve

Description

Condition

Image

• No deflection or visible
deterioration noted.
• Joist and beam ends are hidden
in the foundation wall, and/or by
spray foam insulation. There is a
potential risk that the spray foam
could reduce the woods ability to
dry (if getting wet, though there
is no visible evidence), leading to
deterioration.
Cross-bracing at mid-span • There are numerous cable
penetrations though the joists.
on the south half, none
These will not significantly affect the
on the north.
capacity.
Floor substrate is 1x10
shiplap boards on 45
degrees.
2x8 dimensional lumber
joists at 14-inches on
center. Supported by the
foundation walls (north
and south) and a 3-ply
2x8 beam at mid-span.
3-ply 2x6 columns at
approximately third
points.

Hidden by interior
finishes. Assumed to
be 2x4 (interior) or 2x6
(exterior) framing at
16-inches on centre.

• Appears to be performing
as intended. No deflection,
displacement or cracking of finishes
was noted.
• No water staining noted.

no photo

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT
Element

Action

Description

Condition

Image

Second
Floor
Structure

Preserve

Hidden by interior
finishes. Assumed to be
2x8 lumber at 14-inches
on center, similar to the
main floor.

• Appears to be performing
as intended. No deflection,
displacement or cracking of finishes
was noted.
• No water staining noted.

no photo

Second
floor to
Roof Walls
and Roof
Structure

Preserve

Hidden by interior
finishes. Assumed to be
an attic/open plan style
truss. Member sizes are
unknown.

• Appears to be performing
as intended. No deflection,
displacement or cracking of finishes
was noted.
• No water staining noted.

no photo
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT
Element

Action

Description

Condition

Chimney

Preserve

Clay brick, approximately
16-inches by 16-inches.
Footing unknown.

• No deflection, displacement or
cracking noted in visible areas.

Garage
Slab-onGrade

Preserve

Poured concrete.

• Performing as intended, but some
minor patching noted.

44

Image

no photo

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT
Element

Action

Description

Condition

Image

• Appears to be performing
as intended. No deflection,
displacement or cracking of finishes
was noted.
• No water staining noted.

no photo

Garage
Wall
Framing

Preserve

Hidden by interior
finishes. Assumed to be
2x6 framing at 16-inches
on centre.

Garage
Roof
Framing

Preserve

Joists are assumed to
• Appears to be performing
as intended. No deflection,
span north-south, but are
displacement or cracking of finishes
hidden by ceiling finishes.
was noted.
Exposed 2x8 beam.
• Significant water staining noted on,
and adjacent to, beam.

Rehabilitate
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4. ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY
4.4 Architectural Assessment with
Code Review
The building code assessment was carried out by
doing a walk through of 202 Beaver Street (MacKenzie
Residence) and assessing the building using the code
requirements outlined in section 9 of the Alberta
Building Code (see appendix code document).
There are some areas on the exterior that need to be
addressed such as the front steps where the concrete
is crumbling and there is no hand rail. Both of these
issues pose a safety hazard. The house does not have
handicap access.
The stairs to the second floor are not to code, mainly
the width (min 3’) and grade. To correct these code
violations, the stair would have to be rebuilt and
reconfigured, which would disturb the current layout
and spatial arrangement of the house. We recommend
leaving the stair as is. Code requires power outlets to
be placed in each room, spaced a minimum 6’ apart.
There was no smoke alarm visible on the second floor.
Similar to Beaver Lodge and the Luxton Residence,
the roof is vaulted and appears to be unvented. It
is undetermined how the roof is insulated. If the
roof is insulated using Batt or any other permeable
insulation, the roof should be vented otherwise it will
be susceptible to condensation and high temperature
fluctuation. In order for the roof to function as
efficiently as possible and to maintain the usable space
on the second floor, we recommend using a closed
cell spray foam insulation to maximize the R value of
the roof, and to allow for it to be unvented. This would
also make the living space on the second floor more
comfortable in the extreme heat and cold throughout
the seasons.
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202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - EXTERIOR
Element
General

Action

Description

Condition

Preservation
(form, scale,
massing)

Two Storeys.

•

Pitched Roof.

•

Restoration
(front stair
needs to be
repaired /
rebuilt)

Single story back portion
with flat roof.

•
•
•

Image

Form, scale and massing largely
intact
Front stair concrete in poor
condition, corners crumbling.
Original pebble dash stucco in
good condition
Roofing in reasonable / good
condition.
Roof venting is not apparent. A
strategy for venting the attic should
be considered.
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CONDITION ASSESSMENT
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE STREET) - EXTERIOR
Element

Action

Description

Condition

Foundation Preservation

Concrete foundation.

•
•

Facade and Preservation
Windows

Primarily original
windows, with some
newer doors

• Original windows and storm
windows are in good condition.
• Non original screen doors on front
and side of house

48

Good condition
No major cracks apparent on
portions of foundation visible from
exterior

Image

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - INTERIOR
Element

Action

Description

Condition

Image

Living
room
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CONDITION ASSESSMENT
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - INTERIOR
Element
Front
Entrance

Bedroom 1
First Floor

50

Action

Description

Condition

Image

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - INTERIOR
Element

Action

Description

Condition

Image

Bedroom 2
First Floor

Kitchen
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CONDITION ASSESSMENT
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - INTERIOR
Element
Stairs
First floor
to second
floor

52

Action
Preservation
(stairs to be
preserved as
built)

Description

Condition
•

•

Stairs are not to code - must be 3’
minimum width, rise and run must
be consistant, head clearance must
be 6’8”.
To bring stairs to code, major
changes to layout would need to
occur. Suggest leaving as is.

Image

202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - INTERIOR
Element
Loft

Action
ADD - (fire
detector and
adequate
outlets)

Description

Condition
•
•

Image

No fire detector visible.
Number of outlets is not to code
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CONDITION ASSESSMENT
202 BEAVER STREET (MACKENZIE RESIDENCE) - INTERIOR
Element
Back
entrance

Garage

54

Action

Description

Condition

Image

APPENDIX A
Elevation & Plan Drawings
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APPENDIX A
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LOT: 1
BLOCK: 8
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NORTH ELEVATION

DATE:
PROJECT No.
DRAWING:

PV
10/7/2018 - 3:40 PM
57
202 ELEVATIONS

SCALE:
DRAWING No.

A105

56

20'-7 1/2"

11'-4 1/2"
21'-6"

STUDIO NORTH
1221B KENSINGTON RD. N.W.
CALGARY, ALBERTA T2N 3P8

BASEMENT IN
CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

PROJECT NAME:
17'-7 3/4"

LUXTON HISTORIC PROPERTIES

CIVIC ADDRESS:
202 BEAVER STREET
Banff, AB T1L

LEGAL ADDRESS:
LOT: 1
BLOCK: 8

DRAWN BY:
DATE:
PROJECT No.
DRAWING:

PV
10/7/2018 - 11:01 AM
57
BASEMENT FLOOR PLAN

SCALE:

1
A8

BASEMENT
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1
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MAIN FLOOR

DRAWING No.

A110
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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1
A10

SECOND FLOOR
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